
SPECIALTY PROVIDER OF INSURANCE SOLUTIONS FOR HIGH NET WORTH CLIENTS





- Large, unique and custom built homes
- Homes with a replacement cost over $1 million
- City homes and brownstones
- Secondary and vacation homes
- Homes located in coastal areas
- Condominiums, co-ops and renters

Your clients’ homes are one of their 

most valuable assets. That’s why 

having access to the broadest and 

most comprehensive coverages in 

the insurance marketplace is what 

they need and deserve. The carriers 

we represent not only provide these 

coverages, they also offer the most 

innovative products.

COVERAGE DESIGNED 
FOR AFFLUENT CLIENTS

COVERAGE FEATURES

- Guaranteed replacement cost
- Unlimited coverage for rebuilding to code
- Unlimited coverage for additional living expenses
- Unlimited coverage for debris removal
- Back-up of sewers and drains
- Cash out option
- Earthquake coverage available
- Identity Fraud

HOMEOWNERS



One thing is likely certain – your 

affluent clients require valuable articles 

protection. Whether it’s for a vault full of 

jewelry, a collection of rare paintings or 

sculptures, or a cellar filled with vintage 

wines, a carefully structured valuable 

articles schedule will enhance their risk 

management program.

COVERAGE FOR 
UNIQUE COLLECTIONS

- Fine Arts
- Jewelry
- Silver
- Fur
- Wine

- Memorabilia
- Musical Instruments
- Guns
- Golf Clubs
- Laptop Computers

- Worldwide coverage
- Coverage for newly acquired items
- Market value clause for scheduled items
- No deduction for depreciation
- Breakage is automatically included for all classes
- No deductible applies

COVERAGE FEATURES

VALUABLE ARTICLES



COVERAGE FEATURES

In today’s litigious environment, 

Personal Excess Liability insurance 

is perhaps the most important and 

cost-effective coverage in your 

clients’ risk management portfolio. 

Protecting your clients and their 

most valued possessions from the 

potential of catastrophic financial 

loss is of paramount importance.

- Limits up to $100 million
- Worldwide coverage
- Excess Uninsured/Underinsured Motorist Protection
available up to $10 million

- Employment Practices Liability for full time domestic staff
- Not-for-profit Board Liability
- Kidnap and Ransom

PERSONAL EXCESS LIABILITY



AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE

- Private passenger vehicles
- Collector cars
- Motorcycles and mopeds
- Unregistered motor vehicles

- Recreational vehicles
- Out of state and international
exposures

- All vehicles can be written on an
agreed value basis

- Limited worldwide liability for
rented, borrowed or leased vehicles
anywhere in the world

- Deductible options up to $10,000

- Personal property coverage up to
$2,500 with no deductible

- Transportation expense coverage
up to $12,500 with no per day limit

- Roadside assistance

- Unlimited number of vehicles on
one policy

- New vehicle replacement within
3 model years.

- Original equipment manufacturer
parts

- Choice of body shop

There is more to auto 

coverage than “comp and 

collision.” The carriers we 

represent provide your 

valued customers with a wide 

range of coverage products 

they’ll need to adequately 

protect themselves while 

in their registered or 

unregistered vehicles.

COVERAGE FEATURES

COVERAGE FOR ALL UNIQUE NEEDS



FLOOD INSURANCE

COVERAGE FEATURESFlood is the most common and 

costly natural disaster in the United 

States. The U.S. government 

estimates that over $2 billion in 

property damage is caused by flood 

every year. Whether your clients 

live in a coastal floodplain or on the 

highest ground, they should know 

their risk of flood and your ability to 

insure them against it.

- Primary and Excess Flood coverage available in flood
zones B, C and X

- Excess Flood available in flood zones A and V

- Provided on an admitted basis

- Available up to the full replacement cost of the dwelling

- Policy includes a broadened definition of flood

- Coverage for basement property

- Replacement Cost for damaged property and possessions

- No waiting period for policy issuance (depending on company)



Your most affluent insureds may own 

one or more large boats. We provide 

coverage for all types -- from weekend 

sailboats to large mega yachts. Most 

require specific liability coverages 

mandated by maritime law. Your clients 

deserve the confidence that comes 

with purchasing a watercraft policy 

they know will complement the rest 

of their risk management program.

COVERAGE FEATURES

- High limits of liability available
- Worldwide navigational limits available
- Newly acquired watercraft coverage
- 12-month navigation with no lay-up clause
- Liability for full time paid crew
- Uninsured Boater coverage
- Coverage for personal effects
- Workers Compensation (Jones Act)

YACHT COVERAGE



ANCILLARY INSURANCE 
PRODUCTS

While a standard homeowner policy may 

cover an insured against the most common 

exposures, many clients require additional 

coverages and protection. For those 

unique needs, we offer access to additional 

products that suit the specific needs of 

your affluent clients. 

- Employment Practices Liability for more
than 5 employees

- Not-for-profit Board of Directors Liability
- Mold remediation
- Identity theft
- Kidnap and Ransom
- Medical repatriation
- Medical evacuation
- Aviation/jet aircraft

SPECIALTY INSURANCE



Personal Lines
Our unique solutions bring together outstanding products at 
competitive prices with close to a dozen trusted carriers.  
We offer coverage programs for:

In addition to our Specialty High Net Worth products, Orchid can provide 

outstanding coverage options for Personal and Commercial Lines. 

Contact us today to learn more. 

Property - Excess Flood - Builder’s Risk - Inland Marine

Personal Lines Business Development
1-866-370-6505 ext. 623

Personal Lines Underwriting
1-866-370-6505 ext. 609

Commercial Lines Business Development
1-866-370-6505 ext. 630

Commercial Lines Underwriting
1-866-370-6505 ext. 612

Commercial Lines
We seek to offer peace-of-mind to business owners. 
BOP coverage includes:
Office - Retail - Mercantile - Habitational - Lessors Risk 
Garage - Hotel/Motel

OrchidInsurance.com
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